SHOSTAK, Seth, New Strategies for SETI, Search for ET, May 20, 2013

This is at SLAC at 4:15PM at the Monday Colloq.

Seth is in his usual great form.
(I chat with him beforehand and tell him I have to leave early.
He suggests "yell out 'this is disgusting' and stalk out of the room."

 He begins:...

half a century ago... it began with  Green Bank Radio Observatory in West Virginia
search began by Frank Drake... It DID pick up a signal
  (but it proved to be from the US Air Force);

Frank is now age 83! comes in daily to SETI Instit (from UC Santa Cruz);

Michael Crichton said "SETI is just a religion!"
His remark: if it was we would have better funding.

great picture of 3 masted 19th century ship surrounded by penguins...

nobody can falsify the SETI hypothesis... it is exploration...

quasars, pulsars,  etc. all were found serendipitously...

ATA = Allen Telescope Array  350 miles from here...
was a radio observ of UC Cal Berk...(before we took over the site)

Mtns shield area from Bay Area RF.

42 antennas, each 6 m.

orig design was for 350 scopes, now only 42...
freq range = 1 to 10 Ghz.

in the old days, one would use only one big antenna  (to save money on the electronics);

better now to do many little scopes (rather than one big one)  electronics is basically free.

narrow-band signals that drift in frequency! (that's what we look for)

put lots of power into tiny tiny bandwidth... optimal sending strategy...

easy to pick up  Pioneer 10 spacecraft  by Arecibo...

Pioneer is producing  a couple of watts at the distance of Pluto  (like a bike generator)
easy way to send info...

our best sensitivity:  10**-25 watts per m2 

one ant lifting its leg...  same amt of energy.

if aliens are at 100 LY we  could hear them...

but, so far... no dice!!!

only a few thousand star systems have been carefully observed...

(we have not done v much searching!)

10**11 stars in galaxy and we've only looked at a few thousands.

1993  was separation of SETI from  NASA.

Top planet hunter is Geoff Marcy:  I (Seth) ask Geoff how many stars have planets...
 he says  70 to 80%... round it off to 100%.

Kepler Space Telescope: key question is
what fraction of stars have earth sized planets in the habitable zone....  => liquid water...

Kepler:  we still have  2 years of data to analyze from Kepler  (already downloaded, but not yet analyzed)  (Kepler is currently crippled by loss of a stabilizing motor);
It has now lost 2 of 4 stabilizers (it needs 3).

it has found 850 super earths (still rocky planets)
300  or so earth sized planets.

he shows  (y axis)  Rp / Rearth  (ratio of radius of planet to that of earth)
and x axis is orbital period  up to 100 days....

will prob. see "cousin of earth"  within a year or two.

800 confirmed planets so far (not candidates... actually confirmed)

and already have  8 so far that are  earth candidates (liq water)...


Pilbara Hills (NW Australia):   3.5 B year old rock  (accurate to 2%)
see fossilized stromatolites...
life got started v quickly  (some evid that life got started perhaps  4 B yrs ago)

Looking at the Galactic Center...  he shows it in IR.

Galaxy is 3X as old as the Earth.

Maybe if you're really an old ET civiliz., you put your radio beacon at the galactic center cuz
that's where people look!

how powerful would an an anisotropic  xmtr  have to be =  10**17 watts 
(its the total insolation of the earth:  all sunlite falling on earth)
to be heard all over the galazy in all directions.

Kepler candidates:
3000 plus. candidates

he likes Red Dwarfs..
eg proxima centauri  ( a little dwarf in alpha centauri neighborhood)

lots of little dwarfs  (many more mice than elephants)

if you're dim, you stay lit for much much longer  eg 100B yrs... (than stars like our G-type star)

he compares  M, K, and G stars...

G stars  (like sun)  burn thru fast... but have  bigger habitable zones...

many more M dwarfs.

But if you're too close (a planet to its sun)  u get tidally locked)
if u get  close enuf to get warm and hence to  have liquid water...

BUT if u have  atmosphere or oceans then the heat gets conducted to the back (the dark side)

see Heath, Doyle paper  1999... So, you can still have a big  tween zone  (btwn front and back) where its habitable.
(even if tidally locked)..

So,  red dwarfs are superior SETI targets...

so, on avg,,,  they are 2X closer... cuz  74% of ALL stars are red dwarfs.

guys at Harvard:  at least  15% of red dwarfs have earth-like worlds  (mass and temp of earth)

AND,  they live forever...  every R dwarf every born is still alive!!!!

**************************

So, when do we find ET?

his prediction  (most researchers say, it will happen before they retire)
but actual answer depends on...
how big is the haystack and how many needles are there...

search follows Moore's Law...

but how many needles?

Sagan  estimate 1M societies
Asimov  100,000  worlds
Frank Drake  10,000 worlds

so,  if this works, it will work within one generation!

*********************

So, what happens if we pick up the signal...  (see eg the movie called the arrival:  Charlie Sheen!)

June 23, 1997:  looked like the real deal!!!  (it was the SOHO satellite)
it mimicked an ET signal...
at 3:30AM...

time since detection...
we will not want to make a press release for days  until  confidence increases with other confirmations  (by other observatories)

but  long before press release, the NY times called seth and said "hey, what abt that signal?"

who monopolizes  the signal... forget it...(ie which government)
how abt the big coverup??   (" the public couldn't handle the news")... forget it... not possible.

he shows Percival Lowell:  canals on Mars...

1996:  ALH84001,0   "little rodney"  fossilized life on Mars...  

but  Brother Guy Consolmagno...  Church should be able to handle  ET...

Stephen Hawking  " Don't originate contact!"
don't broadcast...

Hawking refers to what happens when advanced society meets a less advanced
 (eg Cortez in the New World)

(I had to leave early  to attend MBC lecture on campus at 5:15P.)



